
Sl.No Description of items Unit Qnty Rate (Rs.) Amount (Rs.)

1

Providing and laying reinforced cement croncrete works in columns,
pillars,post and struts etc up to floor five level including curing complete
but excluding cost of centring, shuttering and reinforcement.
 
(a) M20 grade concrete ( prop: 1: 1.5: 3)

Cum 5.5

2

Providing form work of 12mm thick Plywood Board so as to give a rough
finish including centering, shattering, strutting and propping etc., height of
propping and centering below supporting floor to ceiling not exceeding
4.0M and removal of the same for in situ reinforced concrete and plain
concrete work in:

Columns, Pillars, Posts & Strut of square/ rectangular/ polygonal in plan
or any shape like Tee/L etc. having plane vertical face.

Sqm 78

3

Supplying, fitting and fixing in position reinforcement bars conforming to
relevant I.S. Code for R.C.C. work/ R.B. walling including straightening,
cleaning, cutting and bending to proper shapes and length as per details,
supplying and binding with 20G annealed black wire and placing in
position with proper blocks, supports, chairs, spacers etc. complete.
(No extra measurement for lap, hook, chair, anchor etc. will be
entertained in the measurement as they are included in the rate)
TATA/SAIL/Esser Steel/ Jindal steel/Shyam steel/RINL

kg 644

4

15 mm thick Cement plaster 1:4 (1 cement : 4 sand) in single coat on
single or half brick wall for interior plastering up to 5th floor level
including arises, internal rounded angles, not exceeding 80mm girth and
finished even and smooth including curing complete as directed.  

Sqm 78

5

Applying one coat of distemper primer of approved brand and
manufacture on wall surface after throughly brushing the surfaces free
from mortar droppings and other foreign matter and including preparing
the surface even and sand papered smooth.

Sqm 78

6

Wall painting (two coats) with acrylic emulsion paint approved brand and
manufacture (Asian paint/ Berger paint/ ICI paint/ J & N paint/ Nerolac) on
new surface to give an even shade after throughly brushing the surfaces
free from mortar droppings and other foreign matter and sand papered
smooth.

Sqm 105

7

Steel work in builtup tubular trusses including cutting, hoisting, fixing in
position and applying a priming coat of approved steel primer welded and
bolted including special shaped washers etc complete.

kg 2614

8

Providing Dyna roofing fixed with galvanised iron J or L jooks, bolts & nuts 
8mm dia with bitumen and G.I. limpet washers excluding the cost of
purlins, rafters and trusses. 
(a) 0.50 mm thick dyna roof colour sheet

Sqm 259

BOQ FOR ROOF SHEDDING WORK AT 
GENERAL MANAGER (NW-1) RESIDENCE, BELTOLA , GUWAHATI

TOTAL 


